
To make 
tidying up 

a habit!�

Firm Book End
New colors are available now!

It allows a book standing up by itself.



How to use

Specifications

Promotion Sale Set

*Leave stoppers at both ends to hold the book.�

When a book is removed, 
the stopper lowers and 
the adjacent book does not fall over!�

Connectable 
on both sides!stopper

Joint

When a book or other object is inserted from the front side, 
the stopper rises, and the stoppers on both sides hold the 
inserted object so it will not fall over.�

If you take just one book
out of several...�

Only the stopper at the point of
removal is lowered and the adjacent 
book does not fall over, so the space 
of the removed book is retained and 
the place to return it is easy to find.�

When multiple units are used, 
they can be neatly connected 
without separate parts.�

Firm Book End

Purchase order

6 pcs + 1 pcs free sale

Item Number: A-3575
Japan Prices: 1pcs 1300 yen (ex tax) �
Size: W 203mm × D 120mm × H 122mm
MOQ: 8 / 32 pcs
Color: 0 White, 24 Black

Back side

Material : Body / high impact polystyrene�
Max height 143 mm when the stopper is raised�

White Black

Recommended size�
Paperback size: about 105mm x 148mm�
New book size: about 103mm x 182mm
A5 (hardcover) size: about 148mm x 210mm
*Min. supported height: 120mm

*It might not stand upright when the
  leaned objects are less than the stopper 
  thickness 8.6 mm.

(Objects less than 120mm height will not 
stand up firmly since the stopper will not 
hit the objects sufficiently.)

The back side has a 
non-slip rubber foot.�

Transparent packaging. 
Multiple units can be 
stacked for display in stores.�

Firm Book End

POP-305 Firm Book End with POP 

Firm Book End

Triangle POP Book sample

Free
6 pcs
1 pcs

Sale season : Until 2023.12.8

1,300 yen

1,300 yen

7,800 yen

Item Number

Item Number

Description

Description

Price (ex tax)

Price (ex tax)

Color

Color

Total Quantity

Total Quantity

Quantity

Pcs

Yen

pcs

Sale Number C57

Pcs

Total Amount

Total Amount

Color: 0 White 3 pcs, 24 Black 4 pcs
*Please order the products and POP separetly

Image of the display�

Distributor�

Head office 1-1-22, Noninbashi, Chuo-ku, Osaka�

Web: www.lihit-lab.com 

TEL:06-6946-2525 FAX:06-6946-2526�
TEL:03-3862-6911 FAX:03-3864-4466�Tokyo Branch 6-6, 1chome, Nihonbashihamacho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo�

*The color of the pictures might be slightly different from the actual products due to print.
*It might cause that some items would be discontinued or change spec.
*The Japan retail price shown on this leaflet is as of August 2023.Tax is excluded.
*Especification and design of the display POP might be changed.
�

LIHITLAB.INC @LIHITLABLihitlab._official


